
L� Ti��-Bouc�on

A c�a��ic ta�� o� ho� Mai�j�t g�o�� wit� you

Fin.

Since the dawn of time, French Wine Company Le Tire-Bouchon (The Corkscrew) has served local customers in a 

Thomas recently launched an e-commerce business and began communicating with customers through email. This 
is the story of how his business adapted to digital communication, mined their data for insights and grew their ROI.

Le Tire-Bouchon is just one example of how testing can grow your email ROI exponentially. 
Check out our new features today and get a better understanding of how Mailjet can help your business succeed.

Note: The awesome business and characters in this story are fictional. This story has been created to encourage you to continually test your 
email campaigns and inspire you to push your business to the next level. If you’d like to learn more about these features or our pricing plans, 
visit our page or speak to a customer representative.

Even with this success, the work is not over yet! 

Le Tire-Bouchon continues to optimize their email strategy with 
Mailjet’s Campaign Comparison tool. They group KPIs from 
previous email sends (clicks, opens and click-through rate) to find 
an average benchmark and set this as a goal for future sends. 

As the business grows, their marketing strategy will as well.

At this point, Le Tire-Bouchon is ready to tackle the trickiest yet most
rewarding Mailjet feature. 

to keep one constant to ensure accurate test results. They send 10 

test which creative their customers respond strongest to. It turns 
out the click-through rate was highest for the image with the 
half-empty bottle and wine glasses! 

Le Tire-Bouchon sent this creative to the rest of their contact list. 
Customers were so enticed to shop that they not only sold out of 
the wine that they featured in the email, but the rest of their stock 
was back-ordered for months.

The first step was to optimize Le Tire-Bouchon’s contact list. 
They had a well rounded list of email addresses from customers 
but weren’t using it to its fullest potential. 

With Mailjet, they sort customers by previous purchase 
behavior; type of wine, brand of wine and frequency of 
purchase. They then customize email campaigns for these three 
audiences. White wine drinkers will receive the promotional 

emails less frequently than the weekly shopper.

Jacques discovers Mailjet and uses the platform as an all-in-one solution that allows 
him to send and analyze both marketing and transactional emails in one place.
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Le Tire-Bouchon first opens in a quaint 
town on the border of Paris. 

Their business picks up almost from 
the beginning and they quickly become 
the local shop to buy your wine from.

Growth begins to plateau and 
owner Jacques realizes that he 
needs to go digital to extend 
the reach of his business.

The initial transition is challenging -- 
there’s a lot of guessing, trial and error. 

Jacques decides there must be a better way 
to analyze data and optimize. He begins his 
research for Email Service Providers.

Keeping inline with their small business roots, Le Tire-Bouchon looks 
for ways to remind customers that they're valued. 

Personalization helps to recreate some of that face-to-face interac-
tion you might o�en feel is missing in the digital space. Le Tire-
Bouchon uses Personalization to add customers' first names and 
favorite wine into the subject line of their holiday email blast -- 
"Marie, grab a bottle of Pinot Noir just in time for the holidays!".

Response rate was o� the charts!


